
The HELLA SOS 360° warning light has got it all – not 
only because of its stylish design, but also because of its 
innovative functioning. And the reason that the 
ultra-compact lamp is ahead of the game is its 2-in-1 
effect: amber all-round warning light for more safety in 
an emergency and white working light for more visibility. 
This little breakdown aid fits in every glove compartment 
and is ready to use and in hand in an instant. The best 
support for the worst case scenario!

SIMPLY SAFE. 
SIMPLY PRACTICAL.

Amber warning lightWhite working light

WARNING LIGHT
FOR CAR AND 
MOTORBIKE

Simply safe. 
Simply practical.
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The first priority in the event of any breakdown is securing of the 
scene of the accident. This explains why in many countries the 
warning triangle is required by law. But until the warning triangle 
is set up, the vehicle remains unsecured – a danger for all road 
users that should not be underestimated, especially in the dark.

This is exactly where the innovative HELLA SOS 360° warning 
lamp comes into play: once placed on the roof in a flash by 
means of its magnetic mount, it generates an easily perceptible 
amber, all-round warning signal thanks to its high-performance 
LEDs. This is visible up to 1 km away – and optimally secures 
the breakdown location even before the warning triangle is
set up.

Especially practical: The SOS 360° lamp can also be used as a 
powerful LED torch or as a white LED work light.

And always true to this motto:
Simply safe. Simply practical.

SOS 360° – the perfect 
accompaniment to the warning 
triangle

The SOS 360° warning lamp is 
extraordinarily robust and 
both dustproof and 
waterproof. In tough
operating conditions, too!

Ø80 ±0.5 50 ±0.5

Compact design, 
quick mounting
The SOS 360° warning lamp is easily 
stowed away and is always ready to 
hand. Can be mounted on the vehicle 
roof in a flash thanks to its magnetic 
activation feature.

Warning function for greater safety
Once placed on the roof, the SOS 360° 
warning lamp generates an amber 
all-round warning light. Completely 
without moving parts and visible up to 
1 km away. Simply safe!

Torch function 
for more visibility
Manual switching enables the 
warning lamp to be changed to a 
bright white continuous light, when 
work has to be carried out, for 
example, in the engine compartment. 
Simply practical!

SOS 360° warning lamp, 9 V battery operation*,
LED, two magnetically activated light functions
(amber warning light and white working light), CE tested
2XW 359 001-001

* 9 V battery 6LR61 550 mAh not included in delivery
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